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Featuring nerdy recipes for both alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, The Geeky Chef

Drinks is your chance to sip your way through your favorite sci-fi and fantasy worlds—Game of

Thrones, Legend of Zelda, Star Trek, and more.Author Cassandra Reeder has created

authentic real-life drinks and cocktails inspired by your favorite fantasy drinks. So, if you’ve

found yourself craving Shimmerwine from Firefly, Black Frost Beer from Buffythe Vampire

Slayer, Swanky Panky from Bob’s Burgers, or Butterbeer from Harry Potter, you’re about to

quench your thirst in a galaxy far, far away.Featuring more than 60 original cocktail recipes,

you’ll also learn edgy cocktail tricks, such as creating a “shimmer effect” in your liquor, giving a

sparkle rim to your glass, and adding fire or mist to a cocktail, along with concocting simple

syrups and ice-cube effects. Easy step-by-step instructions and fun-themed photos make these

creative recipes perfect for your next party, season premiere get-together, or your standing

reservation for a party of one. And for all you designated drivers, don’t despair: The Geeky

Chef has plenty of imaginative tricks for making these yummy drinks alcohol-free.Let your love

for sci-fi or fantasy shine with The Geeky Chef series by creating food and drinks from your

favorite shows, movies, and video games. Your cool, homemade, fiction-themed spread will

make you the life of the party. Incredibly fun and creative, and colorfully designed, The Geeky

Chef books make the perfect gift for the geek in your life who lives in a world of their own.Other

titles in this series include: Geeky Bartender Drinks, Geeky Chef Cookbook, Geeky Chef

Drinks, and Geeky Chef Strikes Back.Whether you’re thirsting for adventure or just need your

mana restored, The Geeky Chef Bartender has you covered!
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Jessica, “Fun book with lots of great recipes. So many amazing recipes in this. Not only are

they fun and easy to follow but it’s entertaining to read too. There’s a very thoughtful section in

the beginning that explains the basics, gives recipes for different simple syrups, and has fun

ideas for making the drinks look pretty - great for someone like me who isn’t as familiar mixing

drinks. I hope to see many more books from The Geeky Chef!”

Samantha Dalay, “Great!. It was a gift to my husband. So many great drinks!”

Alyssa K., “A great addition to any recipe book collection.. Delightful. Packed with fresh and

creative cocktails, most of which have an alcohol-free version. Cheers!”

Anthony, “Great. Perfect, easy and fast”

Miss Honeybug, “Grown-up geeks, this book is for us, cheers!. If you are familiar with her

previous "Geeky Chef" books, then you already know you are up for gorgeous pictures and

recipes from the most popular fandoms. Her previous books had a mix of food and drinks, but

this one focuses solely on alcoholic drinks. Most of the recipes offer an alternative non-

alcoholic version to "virginize it" so no worries if some of your guests can't drink alcohol. Why

guests? you may ask, well, these are the kind of recipes you want to share and show off,



particularly to your geeky fam. Special attention is given to the appearance of each drink and

for that there is a full chapter on "special effects". Some mixes look seriously out from a sci-fi

movie. Imagine fire or dry ice mist coming out from your glass or a magical purple-pink drink

served in a round flask.The downside is that, unless you have a very well stocked alcohol

cabinet, you probably wont have the ingredients needed and if you plan to try all or most of the

recipes, by end of it you will have a nice alcohol collection. I was expecting recipes using the

most popular stuff for the non -connoisseurs (plain beer, vodka, rum, tequila, etc) but many

recipes have more specific ingredients like London dry gin, benedictine, cherry brandy, etc. If

you find these ones as normal as tonic water, then you are all good and ready to enjoy these

magical recipes!. *I read this as an eARC**In case you didn't guess, the drink in the picture is

a butterbeer pretty similar to the recipe from her previous book but with the alcohol twist, uh

yeah.”

Lupine Smile, “Great Drink Book for a Science Fiction and Fantasy Fan. Race Point Publishing

and NetGalley provided me with an electronic copy of The Geeky Chef Drinks. I was under no

obligation to review this cookbook and my opinion is freely given.This cookbook pays homage

to the science fiction and fantasy realm through cocktails, ones that would fit perfectly into the

environments from which they are derived. The author takes the time to give readers recipes

for different simple syrups and explains certain special effects that will make the finished

cocktails stand out. With sections such as Otherworldly Intoxicants, Magical Elixirs, Sci-Fi

Spirits, Culty Cocktails, Literary Libations, Dystopian Potions, and Comedic Concoctions,

readers will be able to make drinks to fit into any themed party.I really appreciated the tip boxes

scattered throughout the book, as the author gives really good information on topics from

sterilizing your simple syrup to making cocktails without the alcohol component. Many of the

cocktails in The Geeky Chef Drinks are designed to be representations of drinks that are

described in certain video games, books, movies, and television shows. The creativity level of

this book is off the charts and it would be a great gift for fans of science fiction and fantasy.

The photographs of the finished beverages jump off the pages and I liked the creativity that the

author displays with the use of unusual drinking vessels. I also enjoyed the explanations that

the author gives by way of inspiration for the drinks.The cocktails that I am most interested in

trying are Romulan Ale, composed of white rum, blue curaçao, lemon juice, and ginger beer,

which would fit in perfectly on any Star Trek vessel.Additionally, I would very much like to try

Butterbeer, a mildly alcoholic, sweet and spicy concoction that represents the drink which

exists in Harry Potter's realm. Author Cassandra Reeder has definitely done her homework, as

the cocktails most certainly fit into the many worlds for which they represent. I enjoyed reading

this cookbook and I would recommend The Geeky Chef Drinks to readers who are fans of

science fiction and fantasy.”

smygf, “Great!. Bought as a gift. A good selection of drinks from a variety of games!

Recommend!”

Gem, “A good geeky tipple. The variation of drinks is fantastic. Looking forward to having more

of these. Genius idea.”

Callum Murphy, “Good read. Good read got it for work”

Paul S, “Gift. Bought as a gift, recipient extremely happy and used many times since”



SophieL, “It's not a hard back??. My partner is a massive geek.He will love this for Xmas.”

The book by Cassandra Reeder has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 288 people have provided

feedback.
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